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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THIS EDITION
•

Revival of Plans for Techobanine Port Project, Mozambique

•

Construction Tender Awarded for Dondo Solar Power Plant, Mozambique

•

Construction of Kinsevere Copper & Cobalt Project, DR Congo

•

Maintenance Contract Awarded for Coral South Floating LNG Facility, Mozambique

•

Agreement between Ethio Telecom & Safaricom on Sharing of Telecommunications Infrastructure,
Ethiopia

•

Fast-Tracking of Greater Brandvlei Water Scheme, Western Cape, South Africa

•

Fish Aquaculture Programme, Lake Tanganyika, Zambia

•

New Clay-Included Cement Plant, Ghana

•

Major Hospital Construction Programme, Angola

•

Agreement with Mining Houses on Trans-Guinée Railway, Guinea

•

Update on Combined Cycle Power Plant, Angola

•

Lithium/Tantalum Project to be Developed, Namibia

•

Oil Condensate Refinery Proposed, Nigeria

•

Launch of KPC Fibre Optic Cable, Kenya

•

New Water Processing & Bottling Plant, Gabon

•

New Sugar Mill, Kenya

•

First Phase of Bwiza Riverside Homes Project Launched, Rwanda

•

Launch of Virtual Pharmaceuticals Market, Nigeria
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EDITORIAL
Can Sub-Saharan Africa Benefit from the Russia-Ukraine Conflict?
A Few Observations
There is considerable ongoing debate about the
possible benefits of the Russia-Ukraine conflict for
sub-Saharan Africa. The intention of this editorial
is to emphasise a few realities relating especially
to the key commodities affected by the war: oil
and gas as well as wheat.

know-how is in place. However, industry
representatives are of the view that Algerian gas is
no “quick fix” for replacement of Europe’s gas
requirements due to the lack of sufficient capacity
for greatly increased production.
The proposed pipeline would have inherent
problems such as security and the danger of
sabotage in a troubled region. However, the key
issue is the pace of Europe’s transition to green
energies and declared intent to move away from
fossil fuels. Will gas be accepted as a valid
transition fuel source? The war could slow the
pace of Europe’s move to renewables and there
are reports of the re-opening of coal mines there
to meet the power supply deficit caused by the
absence of Russian gas.

Russia and Ukraine are major suppliers of oil and
gas especially to Europe. There has been a sharp
rise in the global oil and gas prices since the
conflict began. Oil-producing sub-Saharan African
countries such as Angola and Nigeria will benefit
from the oil price windfall but those without this
valuable resource such as South Africa are
particularly feeling the pain at the petrol pump.
However, oil refining capacity even in the
oil-producing countries in the region is limited and
the full benefit of a high crude oil price will not be
realised.

It is reported that US LNG exports to Europe have
surged and this development could reduce the
urgency for gas supply from Africa.

Europe will be compelled to reduce its
dependence on Russian supply and various
European countries have announced the phasing
out of oil and gas imports from Russia.

Green hydrogen production from Africa is a new
theme and there are major developments in
countries such as Namibia. How feasible is it for
the export of this fuel source to Europe?

The major offshore gas deposits in the Rovuma
Basin raise the question of whether Mozambique
and Tanzania can fill the gap? However, industry
specialists point out that commercial gas
production from these and other gas-producing
sub-Saharan African countries is unlikely before
2030. Major gas projects in Mozambique have
been delayed by the insurgency in the northern
province of Cabo Delgado although these are
expected to resume soon. There are reports that
European Union countries are campaigning in
Nigeria for increased gas supply. The recent oil
and gas finds in Namibia will take considerable
time to develop.

Russia and the Ukraine account for about
one-third of the world’s wheat exports. World
shortage of this integral crop is leading to higher
food prices. Sub-Saharan Africa has vast stretches
of arable land for agricultural production but lacks
the required inputs such as fertilizers as well as
support infrastructure.
In 2021, before the war, congestion of trade
routes and resultant logistics costs as well as bad
weather led to sharp rise in food costs. The
Russia-Ukraine conflict has exacerbated the
situation and cereals are among the products most
affected. The Afreximbank is establishing a special
fund of US$ 4 billion to lessen the costs to Africa
of cereals as well as petroleum.

There is renewed attention being paid to the longmooted Trans-Sahara Gas Pipeline project which
aims to supply gas to Europe. The Niamey
Declaration pledging support for the project was
recently signed by Niger, Nigeria and Algeria. The
objective is to lay a 4 128 kilometre gas pipeline
from south-eastern Nigeria (where massive
reserves of undeveloped gas reserves exist), to the
coast of Algeria for onward supply to Europe.
Algeria is already Europe’s third largest gas
supplier and it can be assumed that some of the
gas supply infrastructure and the industry

South Africa imports approximately half of its
national wheat requirement. However, South
African agricultural specialists are optimistic that
the country can substantially increase its wheat
yields through improved methodologies and
innovation. The African Development Bank has
announced a US$ 1 billion plan to assist some
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40 million African farmers to commence
wheat production or increase their existing
wheat crops.

QUOTABLE QUOTES

There are a number of other products
produced by Russia and Ukraine that
sub-Saharan Africa can produce such as
sunflower oil for example. European Union
countries should provide a clearer analysis
of what their new requirements are as well
as a better outline of their future energy
sector
strategies.
However,
African
producers will have to act fast and efficiently
to seize the new opportunities and help
meet the shortfalls.

“We see the central African copper belt as offering
significant opportunity for our copper initiative and the
new business-friendly government there is a breath of
fresh air.”

African governments should also be looking
for alternative sources of supply. A worthy
example is set by Namibia. The Namibian
ports utility, Namport is in the process of
sourcing wheat, ammonium nitrate and
poultry normally imported from or via Russia
and Ukraine, from new suppliers.
There is also a need to find new markets for
African exports to Russia and Ukraine. South
Africa annually exports fruit and especially
citrus fruits to the two countries and the
agricultural body, Agri SA is calling for the
identification of alternative markets for
these exports.

(Mark Bristow, Chief Executive Officer of Barrick Gold)
“Copper is old and boring. Governments risk missing the
proverbial boat by over-investing in extractives and
under-investing in software. Tech uplifts multitudes of
people and the barrier to entry is very, very low.”
(Perseus Mlambo, initiator of the Zazu Africa payments
platform in Zambia. Efforts are underway to establish
Zambia as a technological hub.)
“Analysing successfully awarded tenders is really a very
good information source. I registered for a tender in
France that I’m not going to participate in but because
I’ve registered, I get all the information and all the
queries the tenderers are asking. I also get to understand
who got awarded and why they got awarded. You can
always analyse why that tender won and with what
product they got awarded. If the government is open
enough, they will even share the price.”
(Julien Hutz, Chief Executive Officer, Hutz Medical.)

Uganda Group Visit: 15 to 20 May 2022
Following the financial investment decision reached on The Lake Albert Oil and Gas developments,
Africa House will be doing our first Group Visit in more than two years to Uganda in May 2022.
It is the ideal time to travel to Uganda to gain access and insight into this multibillion dollar
development that will transform the economic landscape in east Africa for years to come.
Please get in touch with Nicole Drake (ndrake@africainfo.co.za) for more information and to book
your spot.
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PROJECTS
Africa House subscribers should note that the projects listed below in this publication are a selection from
our Project Database. Templates on many more projects can be found on the
Ventures Onsite Project Platform.
https://africahouse.venturesonsite.com/login
Africa House subscribers are welcome to contact Keagan on Johannesburg 27 11 7285878 or e-mail:
keagan@africainfo.co.za for templates/further details/contacts pertaining to specific projects listed below.

PROJECT OF THE MONTH
The subsidiary companies of High Power Exploration (HPX), Société des Mines de Fer de Guinée (SMFG) and
Ivanhoe Liberia, have concluded a framework agreement with the Liberian government for access to
CRITICAL RAIL AND PORT INFRASTRUCTURE in Liberia for evacuation of iron ore from the Nimba iron ore
project in Guinea. The objective is to extend the line from Yekepa in Guinea to the Guinea-Liberia border
whereafter the development corridor will provide access to Port Buchanan in Liberia. The major Simandou
and Nimba deposits in south-eastern Guinea are effectively land-locked and ‘stranded’ and an efficient and
less costly route to port is sought. Concern has been expressed by HPX that Arcelor Mittal which mines iron
ore in the Yekepa area of Liberia will control the Buchanan rail and port route.
Editor’s Note: Africa House is monitoring iron ore developments in Guinea and Liberia and is planning related
initiatives. Africa House subscribers are welcome to contact us for further details.
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AGRICULTURE

GHANA

The KCB Foundation and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) have entered into a
two-year partnership for a LIVESTOCK FARMING PROGRAMME in the arid northern Kenya region.
200 million Kenya Shillings (about US$ 1,73 million) will initially be drawn from USAID’s Kenya Investment
Mechanism for the programme with the fund to increase to 500 million Kenya Shillings (about
US$ 4,32 million). The initiative will fund and train farmers belonging to over fifty livestock cooperatives and
farmer groups.
KENYA
Seal Sugar Mill of Kenya will be developing a SUGAR MILL in Alego Usonga sub-county in Siaya County, south
-western Kenya. The project covers an area of 18 400 acres that is suitable for sugar cane production. The
company has applied for environmental approval from the National Environment Management Authority
(NEMA). The plant will have a capacity of 1 250 tons of cane per day. It will also produce 3 MW of power
using fresh bagasse. Kenya is not able to satisfy the national suage demand of 800 000 tons per annum.
ZAMBIA

The department of fisheries in the Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries will be implementing a FISH
AQUACULTURE PROGRAMME in the Mpulungu and Nsama districts on Lake Tanganyika. Fish pens will be set
up in various locations of the lake. The cost of the programme is estimated at US$ 480 000. The objective is
to increase the percentage of fish production from aquaculture from the current 5% to 30%. There is an
over-dependence on fish catches and there is evidence of declining fish stocks. The Portuguese
environmental consultancy, Nemus Africa is implementing a pilot project of 10 floating cages to be increased
by another 100 cages in the second phase. The initiatives fall under the Lake Tanganyika Development
Project (LTDP). Tanzania has introduced about 450 cages in its area of the lake.
ZIMBABWE
The Zimbabwe-based light manufacturer of fast moving consumer goods, Innscor Africa will be
commissioning a new FLOUR MILLING PLANT in Bulawayo by the end of 2022. The company has announced
that it has allocated US$ 70 million to expand its operations in the country targeting milling, baking,
beverages and packaging.
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HEALTH

ANGOLA

Angola is embarking on a major HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME. Late last year President Lourenco
announced inter alia that there is a need for a new military hospital in Luanda as well as a university
hospital. General hospitals are planned for Sumbe in Kwanza Sul Province as well as Catumbela in Benguela
Province and Dundo in Lunda Norte Province. The general hospitals will have 100 to 200 beds.
GHANA
The Ghana diaspora-based NGO, Clubhouse Ghana and three Rotary clubs are collaborating on the
development of a REHABILITATION CENTRE FOR MENTALLY ILL PATIENTS at the Accra Psychiatric Hospital.
They will cooperate with the Ministry of Education to offer education courses to the patients. The centre is
scheduled for completion by the end of 2022. The Rotary clubs concerned are Accra Industrial Area, Sekondi
-Takoradi and Accra Cantonments.
NIGERIA
The Nigerian healthcare company, The Wellness Group of Companies is launching its PHARMACENTRE VIRTUAL
PHARMACEUTICALS MARKET. The digital market place and software platform will facilitate business-tobusiness and business-to-customer wholesale and retail operations. Apart from pharmaceuticals, general
medical supplies and items such as laboratory test kits will be sold. The company previously launched its
Wellness Plus app.
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HOTELS/COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY

GHANA

CBI Ghana Limited will be constructing a CEMENT PLANT in the Tema Free Zones Enclave near Tema Port. The
cost is estimated at US$ 80 million. The plant will produce 405 000 tons per annum of Supacem cement. The
plant is unique in that 20% of the clinker requirement will be replaced with more environmentally-friendly
local clay. Equipment will be supplied by FLSmidth. A number of Danish and Norwegian investment funds are
financing the project.
KENYA

The Marriott International hotel group will be opening its JW MARRIOTT MASAI MARA LODGE on the Talek
River in the Masai Mara National Park in south-western Kenya in 2023. Marriott is partnering with
Uganda-based Baraka Lodges on the project. The lodge will comprise 20 private tents, two canopies suites, a
spa, bar and restaurant. The is will be Marriott’s first venture into the African safari market.
The long-delayed BUXTON POINT APARTMENTS DEVELOPMENT in Mombasa County will have 582 units
ready for occupation in May 2022. The project will comprise 2 000 3-bedroom, 2-bedroom and 1- bedroom
units at a cost of about US$ 52 million. It includes sports courts and a kindergarten. The development
company is proposing a tenant-purchase scheme for less wealthy customers. The National Construction
Authority (NCA) that 565 000 affordable units have been registered nation-wide and 225 000 units thereof
have been approved for construction.
RWANDA
The first phase of the BWIZA RIVERSIDE HOMES residential project situated in the Nyarugenege district on
the outskirts of Kigali has been launched. This phase is for the construction of 252 of the final 2 200 housing
units to be built in five phases. The project is a public-private-partnership (PPP) involving the Kigali-based
ADHI Corporate Group and the Rwanda government. The cost is around US$ 100 million. The estate will
include training institutions.
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ICT / TELECOMMUNICATIONS

REGIONAL

The Kenya Trade Network Agency (KenTrade) has launched the AFRICA E-TRADE PLATFORM to handle the
exchange of trade documents such as sanitary certificates and certificates of origin. The platform will be
integrated in 22 countries that are members of the African Alliance for Electronic Commerce (AAEC). Pilot
projects were initially undertaken in Kenya, Cameroon, Senegal, Morocco and Tunisia. The platform will be
integrated by the Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) into its Integrated Customs Management System. The
initiative will facilitate and lower the cost of doing business and trading.
ETHIOPIA
Ethio Telecom will be providing Safaricom Ethiopia with access to its masts, cell sites, network roaming and
other SUPPORT TELECOMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE and services. The two companies will be sharing
towers, power and interconnection. The agreement will assist Safaricom Ethiopia to commence commercial
operations in Ethiopia. The Kenyan company has yet to announced the starting date of these operations.
KENYA
The Kenya Pipeline Company (KPC) has launched its new KPC FIBRE OPTIC CABLE. The cable will extend from
Mombasa port to Nairobi and then onwards to Kisumu and Eldoret. The KPC transports petroleum products to
the hinterland but has added the cable as a new revenue stream. It will be selling to clients at a price per
fibre-core and will charge for maintenance. The relevant license was granted by the Communications
Authority of Kenya (CA).
MOZAMBIQUE
The new Mozambican mobile telecommunications company, Mozambique Telecom (Tmcel) will be drawing on
expertise from Huawei of China for its NATIONAL 5G DEPLOYMENT PROGRAMME. The Ministry of Transport
and Communications has identified strategic zones that will be prioritised as the programme is implemented
in phases. In mid-2021, Tmcel and Huawei concluded a US$ 23 million agreement for the implementation of
5G tests in Maputo city.
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MINING

CONGO (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC)

The Chinese Australia-based mid-tier mining company, MMG Limited will commence construction at its
KINSEVERE COPPER AND COBALT PROJECT situated in Haut-Katanga Province in the southern DR Congo this
year. The objective is to extend the life of the mine by 13 years from 2022. Production per annum of copper
cathode should reach 80 000 tons and for cobalt, around 5 000 tons. The first cobalt will be produced in
2023 and the first copper in 2024. The cost will be approximately US$ 550 million.
GABON

The Gabon Ministry of Mines and Industry has indicated that discussions with the South Africa-based mining
company, Havilah Consolidated Resources on the realisation of the MILINGUI IRON ORE MINE in Nyanga
Province, southern Gabon have resumed. There have been negotiations with the Luxembourg-based African
Mineral Exploration and Development Funds (AMED) on the funding of the project. The objective is to
evacuate the ore via the proposed port of Mayumba. The cost of development of the mine and support
transport infrastructure is estimated at US$ 1 billion. Milingui is considered Gabon’s second largest iron ore
deposit after Belinga in the north-east. The country’s iron ore resources remain largely untapped.
NAMIBIA
Two Australian uranium mining companies, Deep Yellow and Vimy Resources have entered into a
US$ 494 million merger which will add impetus to Deep Yellow’s TUMAS URANIUM MINE situated in the
Erongo region of central, coastal Namibia. It is estimated that the mine can produce 2,5 million pounds of
uranium oxide over 11,5 years. The project required an investment of almost US$ 100 million. A definitive
feasibility study is expected to be completed by the end of 2022.
AIM-listed AfriTin has stated that it will be developing its UIS LITHIUM/TANTALUM PROJECT in the Erongo
Region over the next five years. It expected to produce 48 000 tons of lithium carbonate and 320 tons of
tantalum. The lithium resource is in the same concession area as the company’s existing Uis tin mine. A
further drilling exploration programme will be undertaken in 2022.
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OIL & GAS

ANGOLA

Eni of Italy, TotalEnergies of France and Equinor of Norway have submitted bids for two blocks in the LOWER
CONGO BASIN OIL CONCESSION AREA. The Agencia Nacional de Petroleo, Gas e Biocombustiveis (ANPG)
announced a licensing round last year for eight offshore concessions in the Lower Congo Basin and the
Kwanza Basin. The blocks concerned are 31/21 and 16/21.
MOZAMBIQUE
Eni of Italy has awarded a US$ 150 million maintenance contract to Saipem also of Italy for its CORAL SUL
FLOATING LNG FACILITY situated off the coast of Mozambique. The contract is for nine years with an option
of a one-year extension. It includes the setting up of an onshore base for logistical support. The FLNG vessel
arrived in Mozambique waters in January 2022.
NIGERIA
The Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) is proposing the construction of a 50 000 barrels per
stream day (BPSD) CONDENSATE REFINERY to enhance the development of the Kolmani River fields in the
north-east of the country. The fields are in the Gongola Basin in Bauchi State. Exploration of the Kolmani
River fields began in the mid- 1990’s.
ZIMBABWE
The Australian independent oil and gas company, Invictus Energy will be commencing exploratory drilling
operations at the MUZARABANI-MBIRE OIL AND GAS PROJECT in mid-2022. The 710 000 acre concession is
in the Cahora Bassa Basin area of Mashonaland Central Province in northern Zimbabwe. Poland-based Exalo
Drilling is undertaking the drilling programme based on promising indications of oil and gas. The local
subsidiary of Invictus is Geo Associates. The Sovereign Wealth Fund of Zimbabwe (SWFZ) will hold a 10%
interest in the event of commercial viability.
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POWER

ANGOLA

General Electric Power (GE Power) will be the turbine supplier for the 750 MW SOYO II COMBINED CYCLE GAS
-FIRED POWER PLANT in Luanda. Construction is expected to begin this year and the plant is scheduled to be
operational in 2024. Four gas turbines will be installed. The cost is estimated at US$ 1 billion. The project is
currently going through approval procedures.
CAMEROON
The Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) has reportedly reached agreement with the Cameroon
Ministry of Energy and Water Resources (MINEE) for new funding of the 75 MW BINI A WARAK HYDRO DAM
situated in the Adamaoua region of north-west Cameroon. The project was halted in 2019 after Sinohydro of
China had completed initial infrastructure.
MOZAMBIQUE
Total Eren (owned by Total Energies) has been awarded the tender for the construction of the 30 MW DONDO
SOLAR POWER PLANT in Sofala Province, central Mozambique. The ward was made by the Energy Regulatory
Authority (ARENE) within the context of the National Programme for Promotion of Auctions in Renewable
Energy. AREN will also be issuing tenders for solar plants in Lichinga, Niassa Province and Manje in Tete
Province as well as a wind project in Jangamo, Inhambane Province.
Triton Minerals of Australia has appointed the South African affiliate of the Spanish power generator
manufacturing company, HIMOINSA Southern Africa to supply power to its ANCUABE GRAPHITE MINE in Cabo
Delgado Province, northern Mozambique. HIMOINSA will initially supply diesel generated power of 1,5 MW
during the first exploratory phase of the mine’s development. In phase two, 5-6 MW of power will be
supplied from a diesel-solar hybrid generator. The mine is scheduled to begin production in 2023. The
appointment is on a Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) basis.
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TRANSPORT

REGIONAL
Mozambique, Botswana and Zimbabwe have agreed to contribute US$ 1 million each for the funding of a
new feasibility study on the proposed TECHOBANINE PORT PROJECT in Maputo Province, southern
Mozambique. The port project has been investigated over a number of years and several feasibility studies
have been undertaken in the past. The objective is to link the new port to Zimbabwe and Botswana through
a 1 100-kilometre rail project that would cost approximately US$ 600 million. The total cost of the
integrated port and rail project is estimated at US$ 7 billion. The authorities are basing their proposals on
substantial private sector involvement.
In December 2021, the Ugandan Ministry of Works and Transport appointed the Uganda-based contractor,
Dott Services for the implementation of the UGANDA-DR CONGO ROADS PROGRAMME. The Programme
comprises the construction of three roads that will connect the two countries: Kasindi-Beni (80 kilometres),
Beni-Butebo (54 kilometres) and Bunagana-Rutshuru-Goma (89 kilometres). The programme has been
prioritised following the DR Congo’s joining the East African Community (EAC).
The Mauritius-registered project management firm, GED Africa has signed a concession agreement with the
DR Congo Ministry of Infrastructure and Public Works for the construction of the 182 kilometre KASOMENOKASENGA-MWENDA-NSHWALE TOLL ROAD that will link the far south of the DR Congo with Luapula
Province in Zambia. This follows the conclusion of a Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) agreement between GED
Africa and the DR Congo and Zambian authorities. The cost of the corridor road project is estimated at
US$ 750 million. The implementing agencies are the Agence Congolaise des Grands Travaux (ACGT) and the
Road Development Agency (RDA) of Zambia.
GUINEA
The military junta ruling as a ‘transitional government’ in Guinea has concluded an agreement with the
operators of the Simandou iron ore project for the construction of the 670 kilometre TRANS-GUINEE
RAILWAY. The operators are Rio Tinto and the Singapore and Chinese consortium, Winning Consortium
Simandou (WCS). The line extends from the Simandou iron ore area in the far south-east of the country to a
planned deep water ore port at Matakong, some 95 kilometres south of Conakry. The Guinea authorities are
insisting that the line traverse only Guinean territory. The shorter option of a line to Port Buchanan in Liberia
has for long been strongly opposed by the Guinea governments. The cost of the planned rail line is around
US$ 15 billion. The Simandou iron ore deposit is considered to be one of the richest in the world.
Editor’s Note: In late 2012, Africa House accompanied and assisted a delegation of South African rail experts to
Conakry. The objectives included an assessment of Guinea’s rail sector. Although this was some time ago, the
Simandou project has not substantially progressed and the visit report still contains useful information.
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WATER & SANITATION

GABON

The NGO, My Voice for the Poor (MVFP) and the German beverage and food production company, Kones AG
are in partnership for the realisation of a WATER PROCESSING AND BOTTLING FACTORY in Gabon. The
proposed factory will also produce packaging materials. The partners have been presenting their project to
potential investors.
SOUTH AFRICA
The Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS) is attempting to fast-track the GREATER BRANDVLEI WATER
SCHEME in the Worcester area of the Western Cape Province. The project includes the raising of a feeder
canal over a distance of four kilometres. The cost of this operation is R21 million or about US$ 1,45 million.
The project began in November 2020 and is scheduled for completion by October 2022. The project is less
than 20% completed. The implementing agency is the Breede-Gouritz Catchment Management Agency.
TANZANIA
The Tanzanian government has approved an additional 500 million Tanzanian Shillings (about US$ 215 000)
to the Dar es Salaam Water Supply and Sanitation Authority (DAWASA) for completion of the first phase of the
MLANDIZI WATER PROJECT in the Coastal Region. The project began in July 2019 and will supply clean water
to some 200 000 residents of the Bagamoyo and other coastal regions. The total cost of the first phase of
the project is estimated at about US$ 7,6 million. The project will draw water from the Upper Ruvu River and
includes the laying of 59 kilometres of piping.
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WHISPERINGS - FOOTNOTES
China appears to be actively seeking
alternatives to AUSTRALIAN IRON ORE
AND COAL. Australia’s coal exports to
China have dropped sharply and over
80% of its iron ore exports have
previously gone to China. The question is
now being asked as to whether African
iron ore suppliers such as Guinea and
Cameroon can react quickly enough to
fill the gap?
•

•

Uganda is taking the first initiatives following the DR CONGO’S JOINING OF THE EAST AFRICAN
COMMUNITY (EAC). The two countries have embarked on a three-road programme linking them. Uganda
is a major exporter especially to the eastern DR Congo supplying commodities such as iron and steel
products, cement, rice, sugar and refined petroleum. DR Congo’s new membership adds 90 million to
177 million East Africans.

•

The TANZANIAN MINING SECTOR is growing. In 2021, it contributed 7,3% of GDP compared with 6,5%
in 2020. Activity is mainly in the gold sector but strategic minerals such as graphite are enjoying
increasing investor attention. The Tanzania Chamber of Mines reports that four new large-scale special
mining licenses have recently been issued.

•

There are reports that the Chinese national oil company, the CHINA NATIONAL OFFSHORE OIL
CORPORATION (CNOOC) is considering withdrawing from its operations in Europe and North America
and concentrating on acquiring new assets in Latin America and Africa. Non-Chinese suppliers will have
difficulty in accessing supply to these new operations unless they are in partnership under local
content regulations with local companies in the countries concerned or have supply agreements with
CNOOC.

•

ZIMBABWE’S MILK PRODUCTION is expected to rise 19% to 95 million litres of raw milk. The country’s
four-year dairy sector project started in 2021 appears to be bearing fruit.

•

ANGOLA’S KWANZA is declared to be the world’s best-performing currency against the US Dollar. In
2021, it strengthened 15% against the US currency. Reasons for this strength include the oil boom and
strong controls by the central bank.

•

There are a number of LONG-MOOTED PORT PROJECTS that southern African governments are
promoting but which will largely depend on private sector financing. Examples are Techobanine in
Mozambique, Bagamoyo in Tanzania and the upgrade of Mpulungu Port on Lake Tanganyika in Zambia.

•

The Petroleum Transporters Association of Zambia (PTAZ) is calling on the authorities in the DR Congo to
adopt the SOUTHERN AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY (SADC) TOLL FEES. It accuses the DRC of
charging excessive toll fees which greatly increase the cost of transport to that country.

•

The Namibian ports utility, Namport is reportedly sourcing wheat, ammonium nitrate and poultry
normally imported from or via Russia and Ukraine, from new suppliers. This is to mitigate the negative
impact of the RUSSIA-UKRAINE CONFLICT.

•

The minerals division of the inspection, certification and product testing company, Intertek reports that
MINING EXPLORATION ACTIVITY in Sub-Saharan Africa has grown significantly in recent months and the
company is receiving numerous requests for mineral sample testing. The gold sector in West Africa is
particularly active but activities in the copper, cobalt and coltan sectors have also increased.

•

The Zimbabwe Minister of Agriculture has stated that the process of REPOSSESSION OF IDLE LAND from
farmers who benefitted from the land reforms of 20 years ago is underway.

•

The USA will be building a NEW CONSULATE in Nigeria’s commercial capital of Lagos at an estimated
cost of almost US$ 540 million. This is a further manifestation of the desire of the USA to strengthen its
relations with sub-Saharan Africa’s giant economy.
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•

The Ghana government has approved a 1,5% TAX ON ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS despite strong
opposition claiming that the tax will damage the lower-income population as well as small businesses.

•

According to the World Bank, PUBLIC HEALTH SECTOR EXPENDITURE in Sub-Saharan Africa has declined
to just under 5% of GDP. Nevertheless, there are strong health sector and hospital construction
programmes in some countries, notably in Angola and Rwanda.

•

South Africa-based companies operating in the region are complaining of the difficulties they are
experiencing in obtaining VISAS FOR THEIR AFRICAN TRAINEES to visit South Africa for training
programmes.

•

The tenuous SECURITY SITUATION IN BURKINA FASO is seriously disrupting mining operations in that
country. Some twenty miners were killed in a recent attack by insurgents on the Kougdiguin gold mine
and Nordgold of Russia has closed its Taparko gold mine declaring force majeure due to the lack of
security.

•

The PRIVATISATION OF PORT OPERATIONS in Africa has been a strong trend. Container terminals in
particular have been conceded to private operators such as DP World and Bolloré through PublicPrivate-Partnerships (PPP’s). However there has been a reversal in the case of Douala Port in Cameroon
where the Bolloré-Maersk consortium has been evicted by the port authority and litigation has
continued.

•

Pressure from NGO’s, organisations such as National Geographic and the local northern Namibian
populace on ReconAfrica over its KAVANGO BASIN OIL AND GAS SEISMIC TESTING OPERATIONS has
increased considerably. The Canadian petroleum company was granted a permit by the Namibian
government in 2020 to undertake seismic surveys of 21 000 square kilometres of the north of Namibia.
The area is environmentally sensitive as it is viewed as a watershed for the Okavango Delta.
Accusations include noise impact on local dwellings, improper treatment of waste water and excessive
widening of roads.

•

Côte d’Ivoire has embarked on a US$ 826 million programme to boost its TOURISM SECTOR. The
authorities there are undertaking several tourism promotion programmes and hope to achieve an
inflow of 5 million tourists from the current level of under 2 million particularly for leisure tourists.
While Francophone West and Central African countries such as Côte d’Ivoire and Gabon have important
attractions, they are particularly expensive and lack support infrastructure for example for access to
and accommodation in national parks.

•

STANDARD CHARTERED BANK of the UK has announced its departure from or reduction of services in
African markets. It has stated that it will close in Angola, Cameroon, Zimbabwe, Sierra Leone and the
Gambia. It will also close its private commercial and business banking operations in Côte d’Ivoire and
Tanzania. The bank will close about half of its branches in Nigeria. Reasons given include simplification
of business and focus on significant opportunities for growth.

•

The LUSAKA SOUTH MULTI FACILITY ECONOMIC ZONE (LSMFEZ) is registering substantial growth. It has
registered some US$ 100 million in additional investments during the first quarter of 2022.

PROJECT-RELATED ACHIEVEMENTS AND/OR ACTIVITIES OF AFRICA
HOUSE NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS, ASSOCIATES AND CONTACTS
The major inspection, certification and product testing company, INTERTEK has set up an office and
laboratory in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire. The company’s main hub/centre for West Africa is in Ghana.

AFRICA & THE WORLD
The World Bank predicts that economic growth in Africa will drop to 3,4% in 2022 which is down 0,6%
from the 4% growth recorded for the continent in 2021.
Africa’s ports handle only about 4% of the world’s container traffic volume. There is a strong need for the
expansion of the continent’s port infrastructure to handle Panamax and post-Panamax vessels.
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WEBSITES
News on HOTEL DEVELOPMENTS
www.travelweekly.com

and

travel

destinations

can

be

found

on

Investment opportunities and the investment guide for UGANDA can be found on
www.ugandainvest.go.ug

SPOTLIGHT ON AID AGENCIES, INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
FINANCE INSTITUTIONS, FUNDS & SELECTED RELATED
ORGANISATIONS
African, European, multilateral and bilateral finance agencies recently launched the ALLIANCE FOR
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN AFRICA (AforE). The Alliance will support small and medium-sized enterprises in the
continent as well as entrepreneurs. The Alliance comprises the African Development Bank (AfDB), the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), the European Investment Bank (EIB), the
European Development Finance Institutions (EDFI), the French Treasury, the International Finance
Corporation (IFC) and Proparco.
The African Development Bank (AfDB) has announced a US$ 2,8 billion package for South Africa over the
next five years. US$ 400 million has been allocated over the next three years to support ESKOM and South
Africa’s JUST ENERGY TRANSITION (JET). The AfDB is collaborating with its international finance partners to
establish a JET facility to support the raising capital for the country’s green energy transition.
The African Export-Import Bank (Afeximbank) has established a special fund totalling US$ 4 billion to
mitigate against the economic woes brought on by the RUSSIA-UKRAINE CONFLICT. The fund will inter alia
assist with dealing with import price increases.
TIGER BRANDS VENTURE CAPITAL FUND has made its first investment in the Cape Town-based producer of
vegan foods, Herbivore Earth Foods. Tiger Brands and the Johannesburg-based private equity firm, Secha
Capital established the fund in 2021 to invest in innovative businesses in sub-Saharan Africa that produce
healthy food products.
The Mozambique Ministry of Economy and Finance and the MILLENNIUM CHALLENGE CORPORATION of the
USA have signed a revised agreement for the allocation of US$ 10 million from the Compact Development
Fund. The Compact will cover projects relating to commercial agriculture, rural transport, coastal
development and climate management.

The CHINA EXPORT-IMPORT BANK (EXIMBANK) was funding projects in Africa that began construction in
2021 totalling over US$ 15 billion. The main recipient in sub-Saharan Africa was Nigeria largely for its large
rail projects.
The UNITED STATES AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (USAID) is collaborating with the Japanese
manufacturer of sanitation and hygiene products, Lixil on a US$ 10 million programme to provide
sanitation and hygiene to the poor populations of eleven sub-Saharan and Asian countries.
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TRAVEL NOTES
Africa House subscribers visiting HOIMA, LAKE ALBERT AREA of Uganda have two
recommended hotels. First choice is the Zebi Ecolodge a few kilometres outside
the town at a rate of about US$ 70 per night. Second choice is the acceptable but
somewhat noisy Glory Summit Hotel in the town.
The Mozambican airlines, LAM has resumed direct JOHANNESBURG-VILANKULO
FLIGHTS. As Vilankulo is a major tourism centre, this resumption will facilitate
tourism ventures in that region of Mozambique.
The US$ 50 VISA FEE FOR EAST AFRICANS visiting the DR Congo is likely to be
removed now that the DR Congo has joined the East African Community (EAC).

Airlink has commenced new DURBAN-HARARE FLIGHTS on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays.

FACT OF THE MONTH
According to the international business news organisation, Quartz Africa, China has invested more in Africa
than the other eight top lenders combined. It states that between 2007 and 2020, China’s main funding
agencies invested US$ 23 billion in African infrastructure projects.

CHART OF THE MONTH
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COMMODITIES OF AFRICA

Source: Various
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Did you know?
You are able to access past Insights & Access publications on our
website

Africa House is a research & consulting company based in Johannesburg, South Africa. Working exclusively
in sub-Saharan Africa, we offer insight and access into the African trade and project environment through
the provision of intelligence on projects and bespoke research on opportunities in markets.
Our Services:
Africa House provides:
Insights: What is driving the continent and targeting regions of high opportunity going forward.
Access: To the world’s fastest growing markets through a team that has worked in 30 countries across the

continent over a period spanning 30 years
Projects: On-going research and intelligence on greenfield and brownfield projects to a dedicated
subscriber base
Trade: Market and partner identification, export strategy development and commercial feasibility

INDEMNITY
Some of the information contained in this document is of a confidential nature and is supplied to
subscribers on the understanding that contents will be treated with appropriate discretion. Please note
that while every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this specialised
publication, neither Africa House nor its affiliate bodies and associates will be held responsible for any loss
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Please see our Privacy Notice for more information about how we process personal information.
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